START PLANNING YOUR EXCHANGE!
carleton.ca/myexchange
The Exchange Program allows Carleton University students to attend a partner institution abroad while paying tuition to Carleton and earning credit toward their Carleton degree. Exchange is an incredibly rewarding experience, but there are many factors to consider when determining if it is the right fit for you – it’s never too early to start planning.

- Visit carleton.ca/myexchange to learn more about the Exchange Program and to determine your eligibility
- Attend the Exchange information session (held each fall – see website for details)
- Visit the Exchange and Study Abroad Fair (see website for details) to learn more about our partners, and to speak with students who have been on Exchange or who are currently visiting Carleton on Exchange
- Research our partner institutions online – visit carleton.ca/myexchange/before-you-apply for tips to begin your research
- Review the International Exchange Course Equivalencies Database maintained by the Registrar’s Office to better understand how credits might transfer back to Carleton
- Schedule some time to review your study plan with your academic program advisor
- Consider participating in a Summer Language Program or Summer Research Program abroad Learn more at: carleton.ca/isoft/international-opportunities